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useful and peculiar races might probably be formed, if the experIment
were fairly tried; and that some individual characteristic, now only
casual and temporary, might be perpetuated by generation.
In all cases, therefore, where the domestic qualities exist in animals,

they seem to require no lengthened process for their development;
and they appear to have been wholly denied to some classes, which,
from their strength and social disposition, might have rendered great
services to man ; as, for example, the greater part of the quadrumana.
The orang-outang, indeed, which, for its resemblance in form to man,
and apparently for no other good reason, has been assumed by
Lamarck to be the most perfect of the inferior animals, has been
tamed by the savages of Borneo, and made to climb lofty trees, and to

bring down the fruit. But lie is said to yield to his masters an un

willing obedience, and to be held in subjection only by severe

discipline. We know nothing of the faculties of this animal which
can suggest the idea that it rivals the elephant in intelligence ; much
less anything which can countenance the dreams of those who have
fancied that it might have been transmuted into the " dominant race."
One of the baboons of Sumatra (Simia carpolegus) appears to be
more docile, and is frequently trained by the inhabitants to ascend
trees, for the purpose of gathering cocoa-nuts; a service in which.
the animal is very expert. He selects, says Sir Stamford Raffles, the

ripe nuts, with great judgment, and pulls no more than he is ordered.*

The capuchin and cacajao monkeys are, according to humboldt,

taught to ascend trees in the same manner, and to throw down fruit
on the banks of the lower Orinoco.

It is for the Lamarckians to explain 110w it happens that those

same savages of Borneo have not themselves acquired, by dint of

longing, for many generations, for the power of climbing trees, the

elongated arms of the orang, or even the prehensile tails of some

American monkeys. Instead of being reduced to the necessity of

subjugating stubborn and untractable brutes, we should naturally
have anticipated "that their wants would have excited them to efforts,

and that continued efforts would have given rise to new organs;" or,

rather to the re-acquisition of organs which, in a manner irrecon

cileable with the principle of the progressive system, have grown
obsolete in tribes of men which have such constant need of them.

Recapitulation.-It follows, then, from the. diilèrent facts which

have been considered in this chapter, that a short period of time is

generally sufficient to effect nearly the whole. change which all

alteration of external circumstances can bring about in the habits of a

species, and that such capacity of accommodation to new circumstances

is enjoyed, in very different degrees, by different species.
Certain qualities appear to be bestowed exclusively with a view to

the relations which are destined to exist between different species,
and, among others, between certain species and man; but thes3
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